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When everything goes wrong in a "skilled care for seniors" facility
While a resident of a skilled nursing facility, the author's mom
suffered a stroke. The diagnosis and follow up actions by the service,
staff and hospital were wrongly directed and inadequate; death resulted.
Other elder abuse books reveal baby boomers growing old and afraid of
psychological or financial abuse. A lot more than simply apoignant
telling however, this book both warns of the alarming negligence and
cover-ups that can happen in themedical community and urges the reader
to become an aware and discerning advocate because of their loved ones.
I came across the book useful for its treatment of "Physician's Orders
For Life Sustaining Treatments" ie "POLSTs", Living Wills, Powers of
Attorney, and "Vulnerable Adult" statutes. That is a publication which
when one begins to read, they'll cancel appointments so they can finish
reading it in one seated. The commentary on medical records gain access
to and health information rights was also useful. This is an emotional
tale, effectively told, in addition to a collection of technical
information. An essential read for everyone That is a heartbreaking tale
of wrongful death that the writer has used to make everyone alert to the
care and diligence that must be undertaken as we and our family members
age. For example, the straightfowrard discussions on the importanceof an
autopsy, or how exactly to petition the DSHS or demand timely medical
information, or understanding the protectionsoffered by the statutes of
misuse of vulnerable adults, were very insightful. Valuable Information
About Elder Abuse Karol Charles helps visitors prepare and protect
themselves and better ensure that our loved one are receiving care. And
she offers a clear direction for all of us to correctly prepare whatever
the near future may provide to us and our households. This book can save
you life This book is for seniors. I came apart with a lot more. The
tale made me unfortunate, angry and apprehensive. The reserve has been
well written with clarity and specificity & most certainly will retain
its 5 star ranking. This is a must browse for all with friends and
family to deter their subjecting themselves to the same hazards. It
should scare you into action. This reserve is a timely warning
andempowering information to protecting yourself and your loved ones. In
addition, it offers you usage of a quarterly senior care publishing
newsletter and a network of worried readers for connecting with as you
age. A great value in the event that you worry about getting older and
ending up alone or isolated. The shocking truth which will face our
family members in the years to come There is small that may withstand
the rigor of empirical assessment than the emotional torture that the
writer has been through. Examples are provided. It's the shocking truth
of what provides happened to therefore many elders who are dear to us.
Every reader will heighten their senses in regards to what occurs in
nursing homes daily. Aging in the us explains elder emotional and
financial misuse, but goes beyond and tells a genuine story of elder
misuse leading to wrongful loss of life. That’s the catch which makes



the difference in scanning this book. heartbreaking warning of elder
abuse & helpful guidebook to protecting yourself and loved ones A
heartbreaking tale of the abuse and wrongful death of a beloved parent
in a care facility. I think that anyone with a member of family in a
care facility has noticed shortfalls and errors, but what happened here
was tragic. Goingbeyond just the common recommendations for a full time
income will or power of lawyer, Charles actually digs into topics Iwas
unaware of (as I suspect many readers may be). She provides advice and
guidance to make certain that others do not suffer as her mother
experienced.This book has helped me and it'll help you.
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